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                                    B2B booking network

                                    To sell to your own travel clients' network

                                    We are engaged with the Travelife certification program and we have started the process to work step by step towards complying with its international sustainability standards
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                                    Connecting the Indochine's travel trade


                                    Building strong relationships and creating solutions to help our clients and partners grow
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                                    Easy access to our world of Accommodation in indochine


                                    Since we started out in 1990 we have gradually built up a huge portfolio of hotel properties, transfers, activities and car rental products to provide you with competitive rates and exclusive conditions!
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                                    Find out more about our carefully selected destinations


                                    Going beyond the bed...

                                    Inquire Now
                                

                            

                        

                    

                

            

        

    




    

    
        
            
                Vidotour Provides

                What make us different
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                                1000+ Hotels

                                Benefit from instant access to over 1000 hotels in Vietnam, covering over 30 destinations.
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                                Best Destinations

                                Our inventory is continuously updated with the most original and value-added package tours, day trips and attraction tickets.
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                                Travel Transportation

                                We are proudly operates a full fleet of modern vehicles ranging from limousine to tour buses.

                            

                        

                    

                

            

        

    




    

    
        
            
                Why Vidotour

                Our exclusive benefits. Just for you.
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                                Ease of payment

                                Multiple Payment Options, Flexible payment deadlines,
NO PAYMENT FEE
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                                Best Price Guarantee

                                The lowest rate for b2b agencies, the most flexible cancellation terms, real availability and instant confirmation
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                                Best Travel Agent

                                Exclusively designed for travel agents, Easy online modifications and cancellations, Faster customer support

                            

                        

                    

                

            

        

    




    

    
        
            
                Customer reviews

                Let see what our customers say

            

            
                
                                        
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            Hotel staff are very nice service with a smile, most specially to Front Desk Yudi who check us
In late at night. He was very Helpfuly and accommodating. He recommended his friends (Wayan Werka) show us around the island of Bali. We will recommend Atanaya Hotel in Kuta.                                        

                                        Tonny Hoang
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                                            They are so nice and charming, room is definetely 5 star standard and all services here jusst so perfect, will come back at the winter with my family to enjoy more at Spa, they all so good at technique                                        

                                        huuww


                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    

                                    

            

        

    




    

    
        
            Start selling faster, smarter and better

            
                LIST YOUR PROPERTY
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                        HO CHI MINH CITY HEAD OFFICE

                        145 Nam Ky Khoi Nghia St, District 3, HCM City, Vietnam


                        Tel:  +84 (0)28 3933 0457

                        Email:  info@vidotour.com

                        International Tour Operator License Number:79 - 293/2014 /TCDL- GP LHQT
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                        New user?  Create account
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                        By clicking Create account, I agree that I have read and accepted the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy.
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